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July 23, 2019 

Dear san Francisco Board of supervisors, 

Today You will decide on plastic bag refusal and a raised fee for plastic bags . It is also noted 

that your city might also ban reusable cups. Over the past couple administrations I have 

contacted your city with my GamesOnBags™. While I have not surfaced during London Breeds 

term. I would like to reiterate my proposals regarding my proprietary works. 

GamesOnBags'Mhas a repertoire of games that encourage bag reuse. As Staff may recall Lottobags'M and 

Lotto bag Tags'M (see copies attached) 

Over the years, I have contacted many stores and organizations to co-brand with loyalty programs as 

well gS rgising money for various c;auses. I continue to look forward to joining forces with these and 

others to promote the use of bag$ as pawns in games. 

As evolution would have it, these gf}mes were adapted to work on reusable cups as well! I!!! 

Weill am not crazy about banning plastic bags- as they can be recycled into things like yarn for knitting. 

They also form a great barricf to germ c;ontrol. Since bags have been harder to Go me by, I have seen an 

increase of things in parking lots such as dirty diapers, soiled clothing, and biohazards that more than 

likely would be in a bag near the garbage can overflow. Plastic bags have become a little less handy 

because they have become less prevalent. I think my GamesOnBags'M will provide a balanced 

alternative. 

Attached: Some Games Shared In The Past "'to.\-cvl r~ f) 

Constance Kopps. 1422 Tulip Way Livermore, CA 94551 (925)449-1658 
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